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Several recent studies (reviewed in 3) have
demonstrated marked impairment of visual
discrimination in monkeys with temporal lobe
lesions. This evidence presents difficulties for
theory which accords an exclusive role in vision
to the geniculo-striate system. One suggestion,
made tenable by the absence of visual field
defects in temporal operates, has been that
damage to the temporal lobes interferes with an
essential nonvisual function, termed a “com-
parison attitude” or “comprehension of the
total training situation” (2), rather than with
visual processes directly. In support of this
hypothesis Lashley (2) has cited data, gathered
by CIIOW(l), which demonstrate that monkeys
trained postoperatively on new visual dis-
criminations show recovery of other discrimi-
nations acquired prior to operation; without
SLICh training, reacquisition of the Preoperative
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discriminations is retarded. Since the addi-
tional experience was provided on n~ tasks,
the rapicl recovery on the origi~al tasks sug-
gested transfer of a reacqturet .2set—’’per-
ception” of the discriminanda, or ‘[memow”
for the rewarded stimulus, having been unaf-
fected by the surgery.

Other evidence, however, opposes such an
interpretation. Riopelle and Ades (7), and the
senior author (4), have sliown that temporal
operates may learn or relearn an easy visual
discrimination as quickly as controls, thereby
demonstrating’ s~~ccessful adaptation to the ex-
perimental procedure, yet subsequently show
markecl cleficit in the learning or retention of a
more difficult visual problem. These results
were ob t ainecl in studies wb ich employecl a
series of qualitatively different visual dis-
criminations (of objects, hue, brightness, and
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pattern), and it might be argued that tile

training which the operates received in dis-
criminating stimuli differing in a particular
dimension did not provide the appropriate set
for the discrimination of stimuli differing ill
another, perhaps more compl~~, climension.
The present experiment attempted to avoid
this difficulty by providing preliminary train-
ing on a discrimination qualitatively sirnilay to
the test discriminations, the stimuli for all
these tasks differing only along the dimension
of size. Under such conditions, training to
criterion on the first stimulus pair should, pre-
sumably, insure both adequate “comprehen-
sion” of the situation and the proper “com-
parison attitude” for discrimination of the
other stimulus pairs in the series.

In an attempt to verify results obtainecl pre-
viously on transfer between qualitatively dij-
feyent discrirn-inations, the animals were pre-
sented with a visual pattern discrimination
after they had received the c1iscrirninations
along the size continuum.

METHODS

Stibjecis

Six immature rhesus macaques, ]laive \vith respect
to discrimination training, servecl as .Ss for the entire
experiment. An additional group of 15 naive l-hesus
macaques tvas trained on tile visual l~attern (discrimina-
tion only.

-Apparatus

The apparatus has been clescrihed previously (j).
It consisted essentially of an enclosure for (he znimal
cage: a testing tray ~vith t~\,o foocl \vells, each 1I~ in.

in cliameter. spaced 18 in. apart; a vertical sticling panel
~~hich conc~~lecl the hailing of the fooci \~ells; an(i a
one-~vay-vision screen \vhich concealeci E.

Size Discyivnivzatiolt

I~zi/ial trai;ritz,g. T}YO animals \\,ith ablations of the
inferior convexity of the temporal Iohes (IT-5j ancl
IT-58, ‘[pOst-post” group) ancl four nonoperate con-

trols (N-39, -j6, -ji, and -63) \vere trainecl to clis-
critninate het!veen discs 3 in. anti 6 in. in rliameter.
(IT-5j and IT-j8 \\,ere startecl on the problem 3j an(l
10 ~lavs after ol>eration, respectively. ) The incentive

\\-as a peanut concealed l~eneath the smaller clisc. ~~e
,: 9i
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L\\Jo(Iiscs, cut from Beaver board and painted Hal biacl:,
\vere placed in random sequence over lhe t~vo food \vells.
Thirtjf trials a day u~ere presented until the animal
attained a Iun of 25 consecutive successes,

Fir~l rz//z. The 3-in. disc (consistently re~varded)
Ivas ~hen paired successively ~vitb a j-, 4-, 31j-, 31 ~-,
~+j., 3jl~.ill, ~lld fillaily another S-in. disc (consistently

unre\varrted), a single pairing being presenled on t\vO
successive da),s for 25 lri~ls a da>~. This procedure,
beginning ]vith the 3-in. vs. 5-in. discrimination, ~vas
then repeated so that each animal received a total of
~00 tri~ls on each of the seven pairings over a periocl
“i Z8 ~lal,s o: testing. In order 10 prevent response tO

irrelevan L aspects of the stimulus placlues, sever~l
cliscs oi each size \vere prepared ancl frequently re-
painted so that no animal receivecl the identical disc a
sccorrd day.

l<elrlti)tii)t: o rcd $ecotzd r!l)t. The inferior convexiLy of
the temporal lobes tvas ablated in t~,o of the originai
controls (OO}V IT-S7 ~nd IT-63, “pre-post” group),
ZOCIaiter a ten-day recovery interval all six tnimals
\vere retrained it~ a manner cioplicating lhe initial-
lmining and first-run l)roceclures.

Palier?z Discri?ni7?a[io7z

Follo\\ing the second run on size discrimination all
6 animals \vere lr~ioecl to discriminate a plus sign from
an outline scluare. The cliscriminanda, each ~vilh an
area oi 3 sq. in., ~rere painted yellolv on 3-in. by l-in.
graj~ placlu es. The animals received 30 lrials a day- on
this tasl: until Lhey achieved a criterion score of 90
correct in 100 con$ecu(ive Lrials. ~ifLeen unoperatecl
olonlceys that hacl no( had any previous discrimination
1raini ng Ivere p resen ted ~vith Lbe salne pattern dis.
crirnination, .A comparison bet\Yeen lhe Ieal-ning scores
oi these 1.5 naive animals ancl the scores oi Lhe 6
sophisticated animals j)ermii(e[i an evaiua(ion of Lhe
effects of inLensive size-discrilmioation training, \vith
ancl k!,iLhOUt operaLioo, on the formalion of a qualita-
tively different (Iiscrirnination.

Gener*l surgic~l and anatomical procedures \vere
(he same as those described previously (4), \viLh lhe
excepLion Lhat ihe bilateral removals kvere performe(l
in one stage insLead oi l\vo. The lesions, sho\vn in Lhe
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FIG. 1. Reconstructions of lesions. The ventral vie!vs are bouncted by the lateral ]~ie~vsof the corresponciing
hemispheres. Frontal and occipital lobes are not sho\vn. The cross sections, numbered according to anterior-

posterior position, are to be reacl from top to bottom, in re[erence to the lateral suriace reconstructions placecl
{Iirectly above. The cross sections through the posterior Lha]amus are labelecl PL for )fthli)taris I:zfer[[t;s anti P3[
or pz(lriJl,zr;s oledi(llis. Blacl< in the reconstructions ancl cross secLions indicates damage: in the thalamus, de-
:enemtinn,
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reconstructions Of Figure 1. me sinlilar in 10CUSand
extent to those reported in the earlier studj~. To de-
scribe this IOCUS, ho\rever, the term “inferior temporal
crmvexitj’” is used in preference to the earfier designa-
tion “ventral surf ace,” since both Iateraf ad ventraI

(

vimvs are necessar~r for a complete representation of the
lesion. It can be seen from the reconstructions ancl cross
sections that the pole, the banks of the superior tem-

[ poral sulcus , and the hippocampat formation remained

intact.
Retrograde lhalamic degeneration is minimal and

limited to the ventral portion of the posterior seetions
of the ptrlvinar. There is no evidence of degeneration
in the laterai geniculate I]odies.

RESULTS

size DisLYi?niIzQ!ioIt

Scores for initial learning of the 3-in. VS.
6tirt. comparison are given in Table 1. Although
the post-post operates made approximately
twice as many errors as the controls, all the
animals attained criterion rapidly. A com-
parison of these scores with the mean score of
the 15 naive nonoperates on the plus-square
discrimination (see Table 1) indicates that the
discrimination of a 3-in. from a 6-in. disc is a
relatively easy task. This conclusion is con-
firmed by the finding of perfect retention on
this problem for the pre-post operates (as well

I
f TABLE 1

Lezrnin~ Scores on Size and Pattern Discriminations
for All Groups

I
Size Discrimination

I Irr;tial
Group Training

l—l—
Nonoperates (pre-

pre)
N-56 78 20
N-39 89 28

Operates (pre-post)
IT-63 j8 23
IT-j 7 i~ ~i

Operates (post-
post)

IT-jj 10i 46
IT-58 211 66

Naive nonoperates
(A’ = 1s)

h$ean
Range

Re-
training

Pattern
Discriminatio]l

Initial Tra;nirrg

3

.=

&

ljO
120

520
680

220
470

~60’

13&j

68
61

210
2<;8

92
204

119
il-24j

b &?ote,_scora are trials a~d wrors preccdi?zg criterion. For the

S-in. \>s. 6-in. size discrimination the criterion xvas 15 correct in 2j
‘ consec”ti\, e trials; for the plus x,5. 5quare paintrd -pattern rfls-

criminat ion it \vas 90 correct in 100 consecutive trials.
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FIG. 2, Scores for each of six animals on first and
second runs of size discrimination. The discrimination
level 2 denotes the 3-in. vs. 5-in. pairing; 1, the 3-in.
vs. 4in. pairing; etc.

as the post-post operates and nonoperates)
after the ten-day recovery interval.

Performance curves for each of the six ani-
mals on both the first and second runs are
shown in Figure 2. It may be noted that the
successive differences between the 3-in. disc
and the others form a geometric progression;
for convenience, the six levels of discrimination
are plotted as equidistant, with the 3-in. vs.
3-in. pairings (designat ecl as ‘’0” &lff erence in

the figure) included for comparison. Perform-
ance on 3 in. vs. 3 in. was close to chance,
suggesting that the experimental conditions
were adequately controlled.

Figure 3 compares the first-run performance
of each of the two post-post operates with that
of tbe four controls. Both groups achieved
nearly 100 per cent accuracy on 3 in. vs. 5 in.,
gradually diverged to a maximum separation
at 3 in. 17s. 3~ in., and converged again to chance
scores at 3 in. vs. 3 in. The inverse sine trans-
formation was applied to the scores for each
of the six discrimination levels, and these
transformed data were entered in an analysis
of variance. The results indicate that the differ-
ence between the operate and control groups
(F = 3,78 with 1 and 4 d~) and the differences
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171G. 5. Scores for t~~,o ol)erfiles ancl four contrOls

oo the firsl rLIn of size {liscrinliw~tion. Sha(lecl mrea
indicates lhe rai~ge oi ljeriornliince of lhe four non-
o]>erate controIs.

among the six cliscriminations (F = 37.60 with
j and 20 d~) are significant beyond the .01
level. The group-by-level interaction does not
attain significance (F = .78 with j and 20 (f/),
suggesting that the operates performed more
poorly than controls throughout the range of
discriminations studied. It should be noted-t]lat
a significant interaction in the raw scores may
have been eliminated as a result of the trans-
formation.

Changes in performance from the first to the
second run for the three groups—nonoperate
controls, pre-post operates, and post-post
operates—may be determined from an inspec-
tion of Figure 2. Whereas all zrou~s showeclu.

gains in d~scriminating large clifferences, only
the controls and post-post operates continued
to improve as the difficulty of the discrimina-
tion increased; the pre-post operates, in con-
trast, showed a decrement in performance at
the more clifficult levels. An analysis of variance
was performed on the differences between the
transformed first-run and seconcl-run scores.
for each of the last five discrimination levels:
(Inchlsion of the first leve]—3 in. vs. j in.—
would have biased the scores of the nonoperates
in the clirection of no change, since both a]~i-
mals attained 100 per cent correct on both
runs.) The results of the analysis of variance
inclicate that the difference among the groups
is significant beyond the .Oj level (F = 24.87

b
with 2 and 3 d~); t tests run for individua[
comparisons show that the clifference between
the post-post operate and control groups is not
reliable, but that both groups differ reliably
from the pre-post operates (1 = 3.00 and 2.5j,
respectively, 3 ~f, one-tailed test; p = .05),
The other comparison which attains signih-
cance is that among tbe cliscrimination levels
(F = 4.70 with 8 and 12 dj; p = .oj), indicat-
ing that changes in performailce varied with
the cfificu[ty of the tasks. The absence of
significant interaction between ~TOLl~S ~Ild

levels (F = .96 with S and 12 (~f), despite a
suggestion of SLICIIinteraction in the raw scores
(see Fig. 2), may Igain be the result of the
transformation.

Trial and error scores of [he six animals on
the plus-square pattern cliscrimination are pre-
sented in Table 1. It may be noted that there
is no overlap among the scores for the three
groups, the ncrnoper~tcs learning most quic]ziy,
the post-post operates next, and the pre-post
operates last. Comparisons between the per-
formance of each of these ~rOLIPS and the per-
formance of the 15 naive, unoperated animals
show that the nonoperates fall at the lower ex-
treme of the distribution of naive normals, the
post-post operates are well within the range,
and the pre-post operates are slightly retardecl,
falling at the upper extreme of the distribution
for the naive control group. The probabilities
of the nonoperates ancl pre-post operates ob-
taining such extreme trial scores by chance are
.05 ancl ,01, respectively (two-sample test [6]).

DISCUSSION

Results on the 3-in. vs. 6-in. size discrimina-
tion confirm an earlier observation (5) that
temporal lobe damage may have no demon-
st rable effect on retention of an easy visual
taslc, and yet procluce impairment in the initial
learning of that task. The learning deficit found
in the present study was slight, however, ancl
in both initial training and retraining all ani-
ma{s were brought quickly to a level of 100
per cent correct before they were presented
with the discrimination cent inuum. To maxi-
mize the opportunity for positive transfer, the
difference between the rewarded and unre-
warded discs was reduced by a series of small
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steps. The operates continued to discriminate
~roughout this series, their performance indi-
cating a gradual, rather than an abrupt, transi-
tion from perfect scores to chance, Neverthe-

( less, the performance of the post-post operates
1’ on the first run, and of the pre-post operates
/ on the second run (as compared with their per-

formance on the first), fell significantly below
the equivalent measures for the nonoperate
controls. This finding, which may be expressed
as an increased difference timen for visual size,
demonstrates that temporal operates may show
impairment on a discrimination continuum
even after they have been trained to discrimin-
ate stimuli differing in the relevant dimension.

The intensive training provided on the s~e
dlscrtilnations did appear to fac~ltate the
post-post operates’ performance on the pattern
discrimination, their learning scores fa~lng we~
within the range of scores obtaind by naive,
rl~~o~eratd animals. However, tbe two non-
operate controls learned significantly more

j rapidly than the naive animals, maintaining
their superiority over the operates. Without
the nonoperate controls tbe results might have

! led to the erroneous conclusion that training

i, operated animals on one task produced com-

1
p]ete recovery in their performance on another.

The implicatiol~ of these results is not that

I
the temporal operate’s performance is per-
manently impaired (.a more extended testing
period would be requ]red to clarify this point),
but, rather, that a general readaptation to
training is insufficient to overcome the deficit.

SUMM~Y

The purpose of the study was to cletermine
l~~hether or not impairment in the visual dis-
crimination performance of temporal operates
could be overcome by preliminary training with
stimuli quahtativeiy similar to the test stimufi.
‘r~~o operated and four control monkeys were

trained to discriminate a large difference irr
visual size and were then presented with a
graded series in which this difference was
gradually reduced. Following this training, two
of the original controls were operated and all
six animals were retrained on the largest differ-
ence before receiving the discrimination con-
tinuum a second time. Mthough the temporal
operates rapidly attained the criterion of 100
per cent correct on the initial size discriminat-
ion, their scores on the subsequent size dis-
criminations fell significantly below the scores
achieved by the nonoperate controls. This im-
pairment may be eWressed as an increased
difference Iirnen for visual she. The results are
interpreted as providing evidence against the
view that a 10SSof a “comparison attitude” or
of “comprehension” of the trainiig situation
accounts for the impairment in the visual
discrimination performance of temporal oper-
ates.
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